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Town Meeting 

1/28/20 

 

Chair:  

Co-chair:  

Secretary:  

 

Precursors: 

SAB: Meeting first week of upcoming 

month 

HIVE: Letter sent out to each TA about 

where their students are for Fab Fest 

Staff Meeting: Meeting tomorrow 

Class Meetings: None 

 

Announcements: 

On Thursday school play Joseph goes up! 

Clip on Hbw twitter, tickets sold at Lobby 

desk during lunchtime, 6th-grade special 
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Online tickets cost 8.60, adult 16.20, 5 

students 10 adults at lunchtime 

 

Saturday mornings Shriver Unified Special 

basketball team, watch/support Shriver and 

HB Students 9a 

 

Next Monday, Feb 3rd, go to TA for Course 

Request forms 

Motions: 

Un sustainability groups  

UN sustainability goals flag, want to hang it 

in building, find location/check allowance 

Flag is large, white, standard size, panels 

with different goals, they are grabbing it to 

show 

Sustainability goals and symbols are both 

positive, end of Eighth grade hallway (red) 
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Does Green Club want it publicly visible or 

just for H-B students? 

H-B Students priority 

Work to include Shriver Program 

Motion is whether we should/can hang it, 

and to gather ideas on location 

Display to public? 

Might be difficult to read from far away or 

from behind 

Put it in front of TV, near elevator 

Goal of flag hanging is to promote these 

goals for our school, some environmental 

focused others more internationally focused 

 

Adjust Fabfest Schedule, currently, Tuesday 

is B before Feb fest, motion to cancel E or F 

instead of B to balance classes 
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How to add B without affecting teachers, no 

longer has an effect 

Friendly amendment to take 10 minutes 

from beginning of fab fest period-accepted 

Not fair to take time away from teachers 

after theyve finished planning, take away 

activity, majority of teachers already use the 

full time 

Second from student teacher of fab fest 

All classes are important, teachers usually 

overplan lessons, never had a group who 

didn’t run out of material to teach, as a 

sponsor always had to fill in, and always 

kids running around with nothing to do 

Don’t see 10 minutes making a big 

difference 

Previous discussion as to whether it should 

be shorter or longer, recall it was previously 

set to be longer 
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Why are we re-challenging the same topic? 

Remember that this was already decided, 

would require 2/3 majority 

Majority of currently attending fab fest 

teachers are maybe more 

prepared/responsible than the general 

population, shown in previous years that 

sometimes time isn’t filled, accept balance 

Student teacher taught feb fest last year and 

filled time, time spent at a short fabfest 

more valuable than all-year classes 

Withdraws friendly amendment, splits 

motion 

Motion restate: adjust current feb fest 

schedule to replace canceling B block with 

canceling E block 
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Motion to add 10 minutes to beginning of 

fab fest 

Student teachers feel cheated by loss of time 

too late, maybe change is for the better, but 

too late, student teachers would feel 

cheated by loss of time so late after 

planning time 

Benefit of feb fest is that kids enjoy 

attendance, then they can use lunchtime for 

that, classes running out of the opportunity  

Nothing about a process going through 

town meeting that is behind anyone’s back, 

teaching requires flexibility, ok for students 

who are experiencing aspects of teaching, 

asked to be minorly flexible weeks in 

advance 

Teachers required to attend planning 

meeting, learned for how to plan for 
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finishing early, all teachers should be 

prepared for an early finish 

This morning second meeting with student 

teachers, they have planned it down to 

minute and overtime, hate to take away 20 

minutes of their plan, maybe it doesn’t go 

perfectly but that’s how it goes sometimes,  

Propose a friendly amendment for 5 

minutes instead of 10, amendment accepted 

Lunch time not good for going into, even if 

time is flexible classes would still mourn 

loss of time, compared to gaining b 

block/losing e block 

Changes have already been made, teachers 

might be unhappy to lose time in lesson, 

teachers think about losing time in their 

lesson,  

Discussions: 

 


